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Bleed me dry. AWESOME FLIGHT SIM IT'S HELPING ME ACHIEVE MY PPL WOULD HIGH RECOMMEND. 3\/10
Beneath the cute graphics lurks a dull and repetative wave shooter. Avoid.. This game is fun but only if you have a headset, a
friend (that you can to talk to on skype or something) and don't mind restarting over and over again.. Easily one of the best indie
horror titles in a while. I would say game of the year is not even quite enough to give it credit. The atmosphere and story
development is on point and the mechanics don't feel too bad in keyboard or controller. I decided to write this review since i
saw that it was now available on PS4 and Switch of all things! Find your platform of choice and BUY THIS GAME!. Pseudo-
dungeon crawler with pseudo-rpg-tag (meaning there'll be some stats to raise), made by greedy and untalented people, who are
using standard Unity assets from one "game" to another, without really changing anything.

Let me delve into the history a bit. In the 80's and early 90's there were text-based dungeon crawling PC games. Usually it was
like "you've entered the room, it has 2 doors ahead of you, you're hearing growling from the left one, and there's silence and
darkness after the right one, what you'll do?" You had some "key words", commands, which the game could recognize, like
"look around" or "turn left", and that was all the UI you could get. But if you'll dare to draw the map of your way, it was always
logical. As the game developer was starting with such a map, and then parsed it into text descriptions.

Now, speaking of the Vault of Honor, and The Art Of Knuckle Sandwich, and Destination Dungeon: Crypts of Warthallow, all
from the same "developer", they're not working the same way. It's just a random numbers generator, with some events (enemy,
empty room, merchant, trap) and some possible outcomes out of each situation. They are mixed, and going out of the black box
just as the RNG says. Therefore, you'll meet the merchant in the very first screen, when you don't have any money to spend, and
meet some "boss" enemy right after descending the stairs to the next level. You can't plan anything, can't really reach anything,
you just clicking "the next" button until you're out of health.

So, there is absolutely no sense into playing it. There are no goals, you can't accomplish anything. The only achievement you'll
get right after starting and immediately closing this application - like the most of its "users", who paid their money to those
greedy people just to have one more "full complete game" achievement for their profiles, without really doing anything.
Therefore, mark is nil. It's not worth anything, even the words I'm spending now, is too much for this title. Let it rot, don't touch
it, you might catch some illness.... Ugh.. I suppose you can call this game a "metroidvania" in the same sense that a half-empty
parking garage is a metroidvania. Sure, you have complete freedom to wander back and forth between a wide variety of drab-
colored largely uninhabited levels that all look the same, but nobody would ever mistake it for entertainment.

Honestly, the game was more fun at the beginning when falling more than a few feet at a time killed you. At least that made
some of the mindless jumping between platforms bits a bit more challenging. Apparently "adventure style puzzles" actually
means "and now your player comes to a gap that can only be jumped if you nudge forward until you have approximately one
pixel of sprite box left on the ledge," and failure doesn't result in death, you just fall back to the beginning of the level and have
to loop back through three stories of tedious ladder climbing.

Eventually you do pick up a few more weapons and powers, but what's the point when 99% of the game is wandering around
empty terrain, occasionally shooting a bunch of identical monsters in the face and ducking to avoid their bullets?
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Hello,
 i eagerly bought this game thinking it is what it claims it is, unfortunately i waisted time and money on it, first of all the
controllers are not responsive from within the game, grips don't work, so as movements and menus, basically nothing works
inside, u just wander around with arrows hitting you from everywhere with nothing you can do, Unless serious improvement is
done on the game, I don't recommend it at all.
. Okay...it's interesting, I'll give it that. You've got two points that (when activated) either attract or push away the ball, which
you'll need to guide through mazes. The unusualness makes it relatively easy to learn and hard to master. So there's a challenge
to it as well.

The thing is: as far as minimalistic goes, this one really goes LOW. No story or narrative, no music, only the most basic sounds,
not even backgrounds. Levels barely have a curve and aren't designed in interesting ways. Everything is bland and uninteresting,
even by abstract game standards. Yes, by the price tag, you can't exactly expect gorgeous graphics, but games like nightsky or
duet do similar things but are rounded a lot better.

All in all, when I look at this game, I get the impression that this was just dabbling in the possibilities of a game editor. It's in no
way a BAD end result, and with proper care and handling it has potential to even be a good game. But this is just the bare, bare
minimum one could expect. And as such, I would suggest other games. Or this one in a
huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665remastered version. :P. I'll be honest.

The second I saw the fact you play a cowboy, a wizard, and a skeleton at the same time, I was sold. I'm only a few levels in, but
so far the gameplay feels nice and solid, and characters feel varied without actually changing too much of their moveset.
The cowboy, who you start as, has wall climb and a nifty -if kind of tricky to time- dash jump.
The wizard, who you add to the party second, has a double jump. I also find his attack my go to if I can.
The Skeleton, who comes last, has a hover, though it does not last forever and it's more like a slowed down fall.
And just with those, the level design works perfectly to give each of these characters completely different ways to cover terrain.
This is a fun platformer, but it does get pretty tricky!. Updates are very rare, the game has very little content, and the updates (if
there are any) usually add nothing.. Excellent strategy game with an Advanced Wars feel to it. Capture villages, and choose
whether to devote them to troop makers, advanced troop makers, or gold producers. Has a Campaign, Skirmish, and Online
Mode, along with a map maker and you can even save replays. Very fun, and I recommend it to any strategy game lover.
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